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C
ambodian fishermen on the
Mekong River got a shock when
they inadvertently hooked an

endangered giant freshwater stingray
four meters long and weighing 180 kilos,
scientists said on Wednesday. The
female leviathan, one of Southeast Asiaʼs
largest and rarest species of fish, was
caught by accident last week in Stung
Treng province when it swallowed a

smaller fish that had taken a baited hook.
An international team of experts on the

US-funded Wonders of the Mekong proj-
ect worked with the fishermen to unhook
the ray before weighing and measuring it
and returning it unharmed to the river.
The giant Mekong is a crucial habitat for
a vast array of species large and small,
but project leader Zeb Hogan, a fish biol-
ogist from the University of Nevada, said

the riverʼs underwater ecosystem was
poorly understood.

“They are unseen worlds, underappre-
ciated and out of sight,” he said in a
statement issued by his university. More
than 1,000 fish species call the Mekong
home and the stingray is not the only
giant lurking in the muddy waters-the
giant catfish and giant barb also reach up
to three meters long and 270 kilos in

weight. The study group said in the state-
ment that the remote location where the
ray was caught has pools up to 80
meters deep and could harbor even big-
ger specimens.

But they also warned that underwater
video footage showed plastic waste even
in the deepest stretches of the Mekong,
along with “ghost nets”-abandoned by
fishers but still able to snare fish.

Environmentalists have long voiced con-
cerns about dam building along the
Mekong River that will destroy fish stocks
The famous waterway starts in China and
twists south through parts of Thailand,
Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia and Vietnam,
feeding 60 million people through its
basin and tributaries. — AFP

The 1997 chess
game that thrust 
AI into the spotlight

W
ith his hand pushed firmly into
his cheek and his eyes fixed on
the table, Garry Kasparov shot a

final dark glance at the chessboard
before storming out of the room: the king
of chess had just been beaten by a com-
puter. May 11, 1997 was a watershed for
the relationship between man and
machine, when the artificial intelligence
(AI) supercomputer Deep Blue finally
achieved what developers had been
promising for decades.

It was an “incredible” moment, AI
expert Philippe Rolet told AFP, even if the
enduring technological impact was not so
huge. “Deep Blueʼs victory made people
realize that machines could be as strong
as humans, even on their territory,” he
said. Developers at IBM, the US firm that
made Deep Blue, were ecstatic with the
victory but quickly refocused on the wider
significance.

“This is not about man versus
machine. This is really about how we,
humans, use technology to solve difficult
problems,” said Deep Blue team chief
Chung-Jen Tan after the match, listing
possible benefits from financial analysis
to weather forecasting. Even Chung
would have struggled to comprehend
how central AI has now become-finding
applications in almost every field of
human existence. “AI has exploded over

the last 10 years or so,” UCLA computer
science professor Richard Korf told AFP.
“Weʼre now doing things that used to be
impossible.”

ʻOne man crackedʼ 
After his defeat, Kasparov, who is still

widely regarded as the greatest chess
player of all time, was furious. He hinted
there had been unfair practices, denied
he had really lost and concluded that
nothing at all had been proved about the
power of computers. He explained that
the match could be seen as “one man,
the best player in the world, (who) has
cracked under pressure”. The computer
was beatable, he argued, because it had
too many weak points.

Nowadays, the best computers will
always beat even the strongest human
chess players. AI-powered machines
have mastered every game going and
now have much bigger worlds to conquer.
Korf cites notable advances in facial
recognition that have helped make self-
driving cars a reality.

Yann LeCun, head of AI research at
Meta/Facebook, told AFP there had been
“absolutely incredible progress” in recent
years. LeCun, one of the founding fathers
of modern AI, lists among the achieve-
ments of todayʼs computers an ability “to
translate any language into any language
in a set of 200 languages” or “to have a
single neural network that understands
100 languages”. It is a far cry from 1997,
when Facebook didnʼt even exist.

Machines ʻnot the dangerʼ 
Experts agree that the Kasparov

match was important as a symbol but left
little in the way of a technical legacy.
“There was nothing revolutionary in the
design of Deep Blue,” said Korf, describ-
ing it as an evolution of methods that had
been around since the 1950s. “It was
also a piece of dedicated hardware
designed just to play chess.” Facebook,
Google and other tech firms have pushed
AI in all sorts of other directions.

They have fuelled increasingly power-
ful AI machines with unimaginable
amounts of data from their users, serving
up remorselessly targeted content and
advertising and forging trillion-dollar com-
panies in the process. AI technology now
helps to decide anything from the temper-
ature of a room to the price of vehicle
insurance.—AFP

In Kyiv, boxing
gyms offer 
chance to ease
war stress

T
he sound of hip hop mixes with the
dull thud of fists walloping heavy
bags as a group of Ukrainian box-

ers unleash combinations, burning off
weeks of pent up stress. “With the curfew
in the city and restrictions on movement,
we needed some place to blow off steam
and discharge emotional tension,” said
Oleksandr, a 38-year-old employee of
the International Red Cross in the
Ukrainian capital Kyiv who did not give
his family name.

“Naturally, this helps a lot,” he added
after wrapping up a workout involving pad
work, running and several rounds hammer-
ing away at a punching bag. Weeks after
Russian forces retreated from Kyivʼs sub-
urbs, the city is slowly returning to life,
where nearly two-thirds of the capitalʼs res-
idents have returned following the outbreak
of the war. Restaurants are reopening and
pavement cafes are once again attracting
customers with the arrival of a late spring,
where many appear to be ignoring the
occasional air raid sirens echoing through
the city.

Gyms have also begun to reopen,
among them the All Stars Boxing Club in
downtown Kyiv. At All Stars, trainers put
boxing enthusiasts, fitness fanatics, and

newcomers through their paces-jumping
rope, doing crunches and sparring.

For the past two decades, Ukraine has
maintained a dominant presence in the
boxing world, with their fighters gaining a
reputation for speed, movement, and fight-
ing IQ-skills that also appear to have been
adopted on the battlefield. Kyivʼs Mayor
Vitali Klitschko along with his brother
Wladimir held a range of heavyweight titles
for years, turning the pair into superstars in
Ukraine and beyond. That fame also
helped drive forward Vitaliʼs successful
political career.

Oleksandr Usyk-the worldʼs unified
heavyweight champion-briefly hung up his
gloves in February to join the territorial
defence forces before returning to train for
a highly-anticipated rematch against
Britainʼs star boxer Anthony Joshua this
summer.

Stress buster 
“Certainly these boxers motivate me,

but I am not training to become a profes-

sional, but rather to stay fit,” said Vladyslav,
a 35-year-old real estate investor. “Sports
helps me to stay fit, both mentally and
physically, and helps overcome stress,” he
told AFP. And it is the same for many oth-
ers at All Stars, where boxing offers a way
to stay in shape while also helping manage
the heavy bouts of anxiety and stress that
come with life during wartime.

“Under these circumstances, sports is
the only activity where one can really
engage and make good use of himself,”
said Igor, a 35-year-old civil servant. He
comes from Donetsk in the eastern
Donbas region which lived through the out-
break of a Moscow-backed insurgency in
2014 that served as a years-long prelude
to Russiaʼs full-scale invasion of Ukraine
that began in February. “Itʼs deja vu, kind
of. Sports helps,” Igor told AFP when
asked how he was holding up. “One of the
advantages of boxing is that it keeps your
mind clear,” added Oleksandr. “All thoughts
go away, it helps to reboot.”—AFP

Amateur boxers train at the All Stars Boxing Club in the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv.

Photos show amateur boxers training at the All Stars Boxing Club in the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv. — AFP photos

These handout photos show a female giant freshwater stingray that was caught and released in the Mekong River in Cambodia’s Stung Treng province. — AFP photos

In this file photo taken on May 11, 1997 Chess enthusiasts watch World Chess champion Garry
Kasparov on a television monitor as he holds his head in his hands at the start of the sixth and final
match May 11, 1997 against IBM’s Deep Blue computer in New York. — AFP photos

In this file photo taken on May 07, 1997 World
Chess Champion Garry Kasparov (left) makes a
move on May 1997 in New York during his
fourth game against the IBM Deep Blue chess
computer.


